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National Energy Marketers Association (NEM) President and CEO Craig Goodman, a 
former energy and tax policy official in the Reagan and Bush administrations, founded 
NEM in 1997. The national, non-profit group represents wholesale and retail marketers 
of energy as well as energy-related products, services, information and advanced energy 
technologies throughout the United States, Canada and the European Union. The 
coalition promotes competition and works with state and federal regulators and 
legislators to implement deregulation in the electricity and natural gas markets. NEM 
consists of 500 individual members and 70 corporate members, including Constellation Energy 

Group Inc. unit Constellation NewEnergy, Dominion Resources Inc. and Cantor Fitzgerald. 
Goodman said that the NEM welcomes new members and encourages people to learn 
more about the organization by visiting www.energymarketers.com or contacting NEM by calling 
202-333-3288 or e-mailing info@energymarketers.com. 

Goodman spoke with SNL Financial's Jennifer Zajac Sept. 3 to discuss why utilities don't 
belong in the commodity business, how utilities benefit from working with marketers, 
where competitive markets are working and how reliability may emerge as a new 
commodity for utilities.  

An edited transcript of that conversation follows. 

SNL: You have said that the public interest would be better served if utilities 
focused on reliability and let the risk-takers focus on the buying and selling of 
volatile commodities. Can you explain what you mean by that?
 

Goodman: Originally, natural gas and electricity had no commercial value apart from the 
price of delivery services. After decades of economic regulation and more recently 
deregulation, two tradable commodities have emerged. Well, actually what has emerged 
are two commodities, several utility connection and delivery-related services plus one 
critically important utility product line that has yet to be properly measured or priced, 
reliability.  

It's obvious that natural gas and electricity have matured into commodities and are traded 
like many others. It is also obvious that utilities were never intended to be commodity 
merchants and trading companies There is no upside in this business for a utility almost
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certain downside, and consumers take all the risks.  

Reliability, on the other hand, has only recently emerged as a separate product line, 
possibly a commodity, and we have yet to properly measure or price it. In my opinion, 
reliability itself will emerge as the utility product line and core competency for the 21st 
century. It is clear to me that the public interest is far better-served if natural gas and 
electricity commodity-related products, services, information and technologies are funded 
with what I call "at-risk" capital, not with ratepayer guarantees.  

As you know, energy is the lifeblood of the world's economy, and we compete for jobs, 
market share and standard of living against countries that can quickly leapfrog us with a 
digital infrastructure and spin-off technologies. In my opinion, the speed with which we 
convert to a digital infrastructure will determine our future standard of living and global 
market share. I also think energy marketers may turn out to hold the key to help at this 
critical juncture. 

SNL: How can marketers help utilities with this infrastructure upgrade? 

Ironically, the restructuring of the U.S. utility industry could be a timely blessing in 
disguise. In fact, I think the term "energy marketers" may be somewhat of an 
understatement. From my vantage point, I see an emerging, high-growth energy services, 
information and technology industry. Utilities could outsource many of these competitive 
functions, enabling them to focus on their core competency and major product line, 
reliability.  

My members can make money where utilities can't. On the commodity side, we have the 
risk-management skill sets that historically were not really a part of a utility's business 
model. This is primarily because state utility commissions normally filled the role of 
utility risk manager. On the business processing outsourcing (BPO) side, our members 
have specialized in these business functions and already have both scale and scope in 
addition to market share and capital. Consequently, when you look at these benefits of 
competition at a macroeconomic level, the competitive, unregulated side of this industry 
can help trim hundreds of millions of dollars off of utility operating budgets each year.  

Importantly, these cost savings become accretive, cumulative and somewhat hidden 
benefits of restructuring. These savings might also give us a chance to finance or at least 
make a down payment on the costs of upgrading the utility infrastructure without 
necessarily increasing rates to consumers. … The wild card here is the fact that there has 
never been an efficient price signal for reliability as a commodity and the demand for it is 
overwhelming. Small consumers undervalue it. … On the other hand, large consumers 
rely on it for economic survival and never know how much it is going to cost them until 
they lose it and sustain a major business loss, plus incur the costs of building their own 
inside-the-fence generation.  

Tell me where you're seeing success stories. 

I'm pleased to say that [New York Public Service Commission] Chairman [William] 
Flynn just announced a series of groundbreaking new restructuring policies that could



become a template for accelerating migration in many other states. The policies were 
carefully chosen, and several have very high impacts at virtually no cost to the consumer 
or the energy market. 

Consumers, utilities, marketers and the state economy should all benefit greatly from the 
NYPSC's plan. The key now is to help the commission stay the course and help them 
coordinate the implementation. Virtually every member of our organization is looking at 
some aspect of the New York market. I expect a number of major companies to set up 
new businesses in the state over the next year. 

I think everyone would like to see price and technology competition become the engine 
for economic growth. I think we turned a corner last October, and our new industry 
seems to be growing faster than I ever expected. Since we are not even formally a new 
industry yet, there are no official data points, and even if there were, I am not confident 
they would capture the magnitude of the change seems to be underway. 

[Editor's note: On Aug. 25, the NYPSC approved a plan to promote energy competition 
in the state. The initiative calls for "developing a well-defined and robustly competitive 
retail energy environment in which regulated utilities need only provide delivery services 
and not the electricity and natural gas commodity." The plan calls for opening all utility 
retail functions to competition, with the exception of delivery of electricity and natural 
gas over local utility systems. New York will also develop statewide initiatives based on 
programs such as Orange and Rockland Utilities Inc.'s residential PowerSwitch plan, 
which saw approximately 30% of the company's customers switch to non-utility 
providers.] 

Can you comment on some of the unexpected events that have happened in the 
industry? 

Until recently, things were somewhat predictable. After nearly 80 years of cost-of-
service-based regulation, when natural gas and electricity became commodities, their 
volatility was expected. However, the degree and impact of that volatility took me by 
surprise. I did not expect Enron Corp. to totally collapse as it did. That was shocking, but the 
fallout was somewhat predictable. Less predictable will be how the SEC interprets the 
resulting Sarbanes-Oxley legislation. … I think we have recently emerged from an 
industry recession, marked by regulatory and financial conservatism and retrenchment. 
But, the two new industries I described could both emerge as growth industries. … Right 
now our economy is like a Corvette and our infrastructure is like a heavily used, well-
worn highway with traffic lights every block or two. Until our infrastructure advances, 
we will not have the tools needed to sustain the level of growth we are capable of 
achieving. Just because a Corvette can reach speeds of 200 mph, it doesn't mean that the 
road it's on can support it.  

In a digital society, reliability is an indispensable product, clearly a necessity, possibly a 
commodity. … Going forward, the pie must get bigger, and each stakeholder must stand 
to gain. Marketers could help utilities do what they do best and vice versa. By supplying 
at-risk capital, sophisticated investors with high-value skills can help to bring down the 
costs of current utility operations. 
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Tell me more about reliability as a commodity.  

It is important to note that reliability is already a high-growth segment of the new energy 
services, information and technology industry. Much of what we do today in energy 
efficiency, distributed generation, fuel cells and all manner of metering and information 
technology is about enhanced reliability. The value has been … obvious to the largest 
energy users who have been in this marketplace for the longest time. …Without reliable, 
objective, government-backed quantitative data and formal definitions of both new 
industries, it is hard to make firm analytical policy determinations. However, in my 
opinion, a strong case can be made that our failure to properly price reliability as a 
separate commodity has taken its heaviest toll on our infrastructure. I project that this will 
become more evident and quantitatively provable as the utility industry approaches the 
end-state of current restructuring efforts. By undervaluing reliability as a commodity for 
many decades, the catch-up could be expensive.  
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